
With the title of Asturias, a camera view, The New Spain provided a press release noting the fact that it is the project 
Webcams de Asturias www.webcamsdeasturias.com buscolu.com born in the hand of Víctor Cima Granda and Francisco 
José Cima Muñoz.

It has been enhanced from Asturias Lastres. An initiative which has 75 webcams, most owned buscolu.com and intends 
to reach all the municipalities of Asturias by 2011, with over 300 cameras, becoming the first European network of       
Webcams.

Last September 2008 webcamsdeasturias.com entered the TOP 10 global website of the prestigious American specialist 
EarthCam webcams, allowing the 2nd place of the month based on technical, promotional and landscaping.

In February came the awards to the best of your network cards as official New Spain who continually advertise the       
webcams in its issue of paper.

Through this partnership agreement has been reached peaks reaching 37,000 page impressions in one day, unheard but 
real, showing projected to reach the site.

Since the digital www.lne.es accessing our network through a logo or link webcamsdeasturias news.

At this time webcamsdeasturias-com is the vehicle most important tourist de Asturias, open to collaboration with          
municipalities, associations, business and tourist hotels and other businesses that want to enhance the image of Asturias 
on the network.

But none of this would be right without the invaluable network of colleagues and friends who have throughout Asturias 
and have believed in the project from day one that we proposed. This is the success of all. 

Webcams de Asturias in Spain New
"Asturias, a camera view.” Holy Thursday, the newspaper La Nueva España in its paper edition and the digital 
offering news of the reality today is that the project Webcams de Asturias, the work of those responsible for 
buscolu.com Víctor Cima Cima Granda and Francisco José Muñoz. 
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